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Abstract
A dynamic scene has two types of elements: those that
move fluidly and can be predicted from previous frames,
and those which are disoccluded (exposed) and cannot be
extrapolated. Prior approaches to video prediction typi-
cally learn either to warp or to hallucinate future pixels,
but not both. In this paper, we describe a computational
model for high-fidelity video prediction which disentangles
motion-specific propagation from motion-agnostic genera-
tion. We introduce a confidence-aware warping operator
which gates the output of pixel predictions from a flow pre-
dictor for non-occluded regions and from a context encoder
for occluded regions. Moreover, in contrast to prior works
where confidence is jointly learned with flow and appear-
ance using a single network, we compute confidence after
a warping step, and employ a separate network to inpaint
exposed regions. Empirical results on both synthetic and
real datasets show that our disentangling approach pro-
vides better occlusion maps and produces both sharper and
more realistic predictions compared to strong baselines.
1. Introduction
Video prediction is a challenge due to the many varied
factors that combine to generate future appearance.
State-of-the-art approaches to video prediction are of-
ten purely pixel-based and generate each pixel from scratch
(Figure 2a) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. They rely on 3D or re-
current convolutional networks to encode spatial contents
over time, hoping to capture implicit motion representa-
tions. Another active line of purely motion-based ap-
proaches seeks pixel correspondence for explicit motion
propagation [8, 9]; in this approach standard networks are
augmented with an optical-flow representation and a warp-
ing function (Figure 2b). Because all pixels are copy-pasted
from the history image buffer, a degree of temporal consis-
tency and spatial richness are automatically ensured. How-
ever, disocclusions—locations in the target frame to which
extrapolated optical flow has no projection—cause severe
∗Equal contribution.
†Work was done while Q.C. and R.W. were at Berkeley DeepDrive.
(a) input frames (b) extrapolated flow (c) target frame
(d) warped result (e) our occlusion map (f) final result
Figure 1: Video prediction by extrapolating the motion and
hallucinating the pixels to be exposed. Given a video whose
last frame shown in (a), our model first extrapolates optic
flow (b) to its near future target (c). Direct motion propa-
gation introduces ghosting effects (d) on pixels to be disoc-
cluded (marked with the bounding box). Our disentangling
approach computes a sparse occlusion map (e) and uses an
contextual encoder to inpaint low-confidence patches, pro-
ducing the final prediction (f).
errors with this family of models (Figure 1e).
We observe that humans can easily predict future appear-
ance (e.g., in a scene such as shown in Figure 1) by tracking
an object’s past motion and extrapolating future pixel val-
ues, as well as imagine the appearance of disoccluded pix-
els (the background) based on prior knowledge of similar
scenes previously observed. We propose a compositional
approach that disentangles spatial and temporal prediction,
using a post-warp occlusion map to mediate between flow-
based prediction and inpainting-based reconstruction of dis-
occluded regions.
Disentangling is different from the linear fusion ap-
proaches [10, 11] that use a single multi-task network to
learn pixel- and motion-based predictions at the same time.
To compose their results, the networks may also learn an ex-
tra occlusion map for weighted summation over each pixel
(Figure 2c). Though those approaches are effective in many
cases, it is unclear how much pixel and flow predictions
can benefit each other. As our experiments indicate on the
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(a) pixel-based (b) motion-based (c) linear fusion
(d) disentangled fusion (ours)
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Figure 2: Overview of previous works and our proposed frameworks. Given (t−1) frames and to predict one frame, previous
video prediction methods typically consist of a flow predictor F , or a pixel generator G, or both: (a) pixel-based approaches;
(b) motion-based approaches; (c) linear-fusion models; (d) ours.
real dataset, these two tasks do not actually correlate signif-
icantly with each other.
We propose a compositional framework that explic-
itly disentangles motion-specific propagation and motion-
agnostic generation into two submodules, and thus called
DPG, for high-quality video prediction. We factorize flow
and pixel predictions into a serialized pipelines. We first
employ a flow predictor for extrapolating optical flows and
then an occlusion inpainter for context encoding based on
images warped by flows. After flow prediction and warp-
ing, we compute confidence directly based on predicted
flow rather than via joint unsupervised learning. The down-
stream occlusion inpainter generates pixels on occluded ar-
eas based on confidence map.
We evaluate our approach on both standard CalTech
Pedestrian dataset [12] and more challenging KITTI Flow
dataset [13] with larger motions and occlusions. Our ap-
proach achieves new state-of-the-art performance on both
datasets with large performance gain on the perceptual re-
alism metrics. To quantitatively evaluate our computed oc-
clusion confidence maps, we perform ablation study on the
RoamingImages [14] dataset where occlusion ground-truth
masks are available. Our model again compare favorably
against previous baselines in occlusion prediction in terms
of Intersection over Union (IoU) metrics.
In summary, our main contributions are in two aspects: a
fusion pipeline that utilizes both optical flow and image syn-
thesis for video prediction; a post-warp confidence-based
occlusion map computation to disentangle pixel propaga-
tion and generation.
2. Related Works
2.1. Photo-realistic Image Synthesis
Realism is the constant pursuit of high-quality image
synthesis [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Recent developments to-
wards photo-realistic image synthesis typically feature Gen-
erative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [21]. Conditioned
on categorical labels [22], textual descriptions [23] or seg-
mentations [24], high-fidelity images are shown to be able
to synthesized. The closest work to ours are Dense Pose
Transfer [25] and Transformation-grounded View Synthe-
sis [26], which generally generate images by warping the
original image with a learned appearance flow, conditioned
on either given view transformation angle or a predefined
dense pose, and then inpaint the ambiguous parts. In our
case, however, the model needs to predict future motion
and further synthesize based on both spatial and temporal
information.
Spatial Context Encoding Pixels are not isolated. On
the contrary, there are many cases [27, 28, 29] where ap-
propriate spatial contexts must be retrieved. Spatial context
encoders [30] query learned dataset priors with exposed ap-
pearance in search for missing patches. To our task, the
“mask” is an occlusion map where motion predictions are
erroneous. Particularly, we employ partial convolutions
[31] in our occlusion inpainter’s encoding blocks. Different
from prior works on static images, our approach leverages
not only the spatial but also temporal context.
2.2. High-fidelity Video Prediction
Different from image synthesis, video prediction not
only cares for per-frame visual quality but also cross-frame
consistency. Recent approaches [5, 7, 1, 32, 33] are typi-
cally pixel-based, which generate each pixel from scratch
using implicit motion representations. Such methods may
suffer from blurry effects, especially in the presence of un-
seen novel scenes. On the contrary, motion-based meth-
ods [8, 9] excel in making sharp predictions, yet fail in
occlusion areas where motion predictions are erroneous or
ill-defined. Meanwhile, Reda et al. [34] propose to model
moving appearances with both convolutional kernels as in
[10] and vectors as optical flow. Our closest prior work is
[11] which also composes the pixel- and flow-based pre-
dictions through occlusion maps. However, our proposed
method can differentiate in three aspects: (1) our pixel and
flow prediction tasks are separately trained; (2) we employ
an occlusion inpainter for our pixel generation so that more
contextual information after warping can be utilized; (3) in-
stead of predicting occlusion as another side task, we di-
rectly refer to predicted flows as the proxy for post warping
confidence. It should be noted that [35] also seek for occlu-
sion analytics to further parse flow reliability.
Disentangling Motion and Content Since videos are es-
sentially moving contents whose semantics are agnostic to
motions – one person’s identity does not change while he’s
walking – it is natural to disentangle them apart. [3, 4, 5]
are the three representative works in such direction. Though
sharing the intuition to disentangle motion with other video
property, our approach builds on lower-level vision such as
pixel correspondence. We take advantage of optical flow
and their embeded occlusion clues to naturally factorize
pixel and flow predictions into separate modules.
3. Approach
Video prediction aims to synthesize future frames given
a stack of history frames. For the ease of exposition, we
here focus on a (t− 1)-in 1-out prediction task: given an
input video sequence denoted as x1:t−1, the model aims to
predict the frame xt which should be accurate and visually
sharp. In this paper, we build a model beyond simply using
`1 or `2 reconstruction loss, which is widely known to en-
courage blurry results. Concretely, as illustrated in Figure
2d, our model is disentangled into two orthogonal yet com-
plementary modules – a flow predictor F and an occlusion
inpainter P to learn flow and pixel predictions separately.
Given the history frames x1:t−1, the flow predictor F
learns to predict the flow field fˆt for the pixel correspon-
dence between the last input frame xt−1 and the target xt.
Utilizing fˆt, we can propagating the input frame xt−1 into
a motion-dependent prediction x˜t. Since it neglects the ex-
istence of occlusions, we additionally compute an occlu-
sion map mˆt during the propagation. Based on x˜t and mˆt,
the inpainting module P learns to inpaint occluded region
from a learned prior within a training set. By explicitly dis-
entangling future dynamics to motion-dependent areas and
motion-agnostic areas, our model is able to predict high-
fidelity future frames.
3.1. Motion Propagation
Our module F computes the correlation of appearances
between each pair of frames from the history inputs and pre-
dicts future motion dynamics using optical flow. We choose
it over other motion representations, such as frame differ-
ences [37] or sparse trajectories [11] because it provides
rich information about motion occlusions over pixels.
As illustrated in Figure 3a, the module F is an encoder-
decoder network with skip connections. The output of F
is a 2-channel flow field fˆt that aims to propagate the last
frame xt−1 into the predicted target frame x˜t. Formally, let
{(i, j)} ∈ xt be a Cartesian grid over the target frame, and
we have
fˆt = {(∆i,∆j)} = F(x1:t−1). (1)
By assuming local linearity, we can sample the future
frame from the last given frame as
x˜t = S(xt−1; fˆt), (2)
where S(·; fˆt) is a bilinear sampler that generates the new
image by first mapping the regular grid to the transformed
grid and then bilinearly interpolating between produced
sub-pixels.
For training the module F , we adopt a masked pixel loss
Lp and a smooth loss Lsmt which is similar to previous
works on unsupervised flow estimation [38, 39]
Lp(x˜t,xt; mˆt) = α1− SSIM(x˜t  mˆt,xt  mˆt)
2
+ (1− α)‖x˜t  mˆt − xt  mˆt‖1
(3)
Lsmt(fˆt,xt) =
∑
i,j
|∇fˆt(i, j)| · (e−|∇xt(i,j)|)T , (4)
where SSIM(·, ·) denotes structural similarity index, de-
notes element-wise product, ∇ is a vector differential oper-
ator, T denotes the transpose of image gradient weighting,
and α is our trade-off weight between the loss terms, which
is fixed at 0.9 through cross-validations.
(a) linear fusion [11] (b) disentangled fusion (ours)
Figure 3: The correlation between pixel and flow prediction tasks evaluated by different models. We show scatter plots about
generation quality versus flow prediction error on KITTI Flow dataset [36]. Pixel and flow prediction tasks do not actually
correlate significantly with each other on previous models using multi-task learning. Our disentangled fusion pipeline shows
that after factorizing these tasks apart, both tasks could be better learned.
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Figure 4: Conceptual illustrations of our F and P . (a) Our
propagation module F is a standard encoder-decoder fully
convolutional network with skip connections, which takes
in history frames x1:t−1 and predict the backward flow fˆt
from xt to xt−1. (b) taking in the computed occlusion map
mˆt and the warped image x˜t, our inpainting module P in-
paints for the final prediction xˆt. It replaces standard con-
volutional blocks with partial convolutions (P-Conv) and
fusion blocks (F-Conv) in its encoder and decoder, respec-
tively.
The training loss for module F is formulated as
LF = Lp(x˜t,xt; mˆt) + λsmtLsmt(fˆt,xt), (5)
where λsmt is a hyper-parameter that control the training
schedule, we use λsmt = 0.1 through a coarse grid search.
3.2. Occlusion Map
However,F introduces “ghosting” effect in dis-occluded
regions since regions in the target frame to which extrapo-
lated optical flow has no projection (see Figure 1d and Fig-
ure 5 for detailed explanation). Intuitively, the “ghosting”
area should be excluded from the propagated results by an
occlusion Map. It should be noted that similar ideas have
been previously explored in [10, 11]; but in their contexts,
occlusion maps are linearly learned to compose pixels from
different sources. We argue that these regions can be ex-
plicitly computed based on backward flows, and hence can
be directly masked out. We here describe the computation
of occlusion map from an energy-based perspective. And
we will later demonstrate the effectiveness of our computed
map over the learned map in Section 4.4.
The pixel density can be viewed as an energy map: ini-
tially, it is uniformly filled for all pixels, and the motion
propagation changes its distribution and make the energy
map become dense or sparse on different region.
We initialize the energy field of the first frame to be a
matrix filled with ones, denoted as E1 = 1H×W for an
image of H ×W size.
Given a flow field, for each pixel in the first frame, the
energy unit on each coordinate will be added into its 4 corre-
sponded coordinates in the second frame bilinearly accord-
ing to the flow field and we then get a new energy field E2.
We consider two special cases for each coordinate (x, y) in
the second frame:
1. If E2x,y = 0, there is no pixel moving to this coordi-
nate, which indicates it will be dis-occluded;
2. If E2x,y > 2, there are at least two pixels in the first
frame compete for the same location, which suggests
it will be occluded.
After complete definition of occluded and dis-occluded
regions, we can then get the occlusion map according to
mˆi,j =
{
1 0 < E2i,j < 2,
0 otherwise.
(6)
(a) t = 0, flow. (b) t = 1, warping result
(c) t = 1, density map. (d) t = 1, occlusion map.
Figure 5: Ghosting effect caused by warping. Consider a
foreground object on the background. (a) shows a predicted
optical flow fˆ1 from target frame to current frame. (b) shows
ghosting effects on the propagated frame x˜1 on locations to
which flow has no projection. (c) shows our pixel density
map computed by procedure described by Section 3.2. (d)
shows our sparse occlusion map on which occlusion loca-
tions are colored as yellow.
3.3. Occlusion Inpainting as Context Encoding
Given the propagated frame x˜t and the computed oc-
clusion map mˆt, we can now formulate our second mod-
eling stage as context encoding to inpaint the missing pix-
els that are left out after propagation module. Our inpaint-
ing module P adopts generally the same network architec-
ture as its propagation counterpart with partial convolution
blocks [31]. As illustrated in Figure 3b, our encoder takes
the previous propagated frame x˜t and its occlusion map mˆt
as inputs, producing a latent feature representation. The de-
coder then takes this feature representation and synthesizes
the missing content.
Specifically in the encoder, the partial convolution op-
erators [31] mask out invalid pixels and re-normalize fea-
tures within clean receptive fields only. For the extreme
cases where all pixels in the receptive field are masked, we
will simply return a zero value as the result. One important
design choice is that the receptive field of the bottleneck
should be bigger than the maximal area of the occlusion
masks so that the feature map can be free from mask in our
bottleneck.
For the decoder, the kth layer feature maps are upsam-
pled and linked with the kth layer features from encoder
counting from the latent layer in reverse order by skip con-
nections. However, this raises a fusion issue that the feature
from the encoder is from an image with invalid pixels. Pre-
viously in [31], feature maps and masks are concatenated
channel-wisely and handled by new partial convolutions in
their decoder. We find this could be improved by directly
refilling the occluded encoder features by the upsampled
decoder features. This decoding fusion is repeated at each
layer from the bottleneck up to our final output xˆt.
To train our inpainting module P , we design all of our
losses to be temporal-independent so that the module can
focus on the visual quality. In general, our loss terms con-
sists of the following terms.
1. The pixel reconstruction loss
Lpix = Lp(xˆt,xt; mˆt) + βLp(xˆt,xt; 1− mˆt),
where Lp is defined in Equation 3.
2. The perceptual and style losses in VGG’s n-
dimensional latent space {Ψn} as in [40].
Lprc = 1
n
∑
n
‖ [ψ(x˜)− ψ(x)] mˆt‖1
+ β‖ [ψ(x˜)− ψ(x)] (1− mˆt)‖1,
Lsty = 1
n
∑
n
‖(ψ(x˜)− ψ(x))T (ψ(x˜)− ψ(x)) mˆt‖1
+ β‖(ψ(x˜)− ψ(x))T (ψ(x˜)− ψ(x)) (1− mˆt)‖1.
3. The total-variance loss to encourage similar texture in
occlusion boundaries
Lvar =
∑
i,j
√
‖xt(i,j+1) − xt(i,j)‖22 + ‖xt(i+1,j) − xt(i,j)‖22.
4. The extra semantic loss to enforce layout consistency
between segmentation masks, distilled by a pretrained
segmentation network [41] Φ : X → Y , since un-
conditional image inpainting tends to remove the fore-
ground objects,
Lseg = CE(Φ(xˆt) mˆt,yt  mˆt)
+ βCE
(
Φ(xˆt) (1− mˆt),yt  (1− mˆt)
)
.
The total loss for the inpainting module is
LP =Lpix + λprcLprc + λstyLsty
+ λvarLvar + λsegLseg.
(7)
In the above losses, β is our attentive weight for masked
regions and all λs are fixed hyper-parameter during train-
ing. We use a coarse grid search to set λprc = 0.05, λsty =
120, λvar = 0.1, and λseg = 5 and we find best experimen-
tal performance (see Table 5) when β = 10.
3.4. Training
The overall training objective is formulated as
min
F,P
(LF + LP). (8)
Because flow estimation and prediction are hard to learn
and sensitive to data biases, we first train our motion propa-
gation moduleF and inpainting module P separately. After
gradients become stable, we connect the two components
together and fine-tune the whole network in an end-to-end
fashion.
4. Experiments
In this section, we will first introduce our benchmark
datasets and baselines from previous works. Then we will
verify our model’s performance on next-frame predictions
and multi-frame predictions. To better understanding how
we disentangle propagation and generation through an oc-
clusion inpainting way, we also investigate the properties of
occlusion maps.
4.1. Experiment Setup
Metrics We adopt the existing Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity Index Measure
(SSIM) [18] metrics to measure the pixel/patch-wise accu-
racy. However, it is well-known that these metrics disagree
with the human perception [6, 42, 43, 44] because they tend
to encourage blurriness over naturalness. Therefore we also
measure the realism of results by Learned Perceptual Image
Patch Similarity (LPIPS1) proposed by Zhang et al. [45].
Higher PSNR/SSIM scores and lower LPIPS distances sug-
gest better performance.
Dataset We evaluate our results on the CalTech Pedes-
trian dataset [12] and the KITTI Flow dataset [13]. The pre-
vious setup on the CalTech Pedestrian dataset is to first train
a model on the training split of KITTI Raw [36] proposed
by Lotter et al. [1] and then directly test it on the testing
set of CalTech Pedestrian. Frames are center-cropped and
down-sampled to 128 × 160 pixels. Every 11 consecutive
frames are divided and sampled as a training clip in which
the first 10 frames are fed into the model as the input, and
the 11th frame is used as prediction target. As the results,
the training, validation and testing sets consists of 3738, 14,
and 1948 clips.
The KITTI Flow dataset is originally designed as a
benchmark for optical-flow evaluation. For it is featured
with higher resolution, larger motion and more occlusions,
we should mention that it is more challenging compared
to the raw KITTI dataset. It contains 3823 examples for
training, 378 for validation and 4167 for testing. For all
input images, we down-sampled and then center-cropped
them into 320 × 640 pixels. We apply data augmentation
techniques such as random cropping and random horizontal
flipping for all the models. In addition, we sample video
clips of 5 frames (4-in 1-out) from the dataset using a slid-
ing window. This amounts to 3500 clips for training and
4000 clips for testing.
Baselines We consider representative baselines from
three model families for video prediction: (1) pixel-based
methods, including Beyond MSE [46], PredNet [1], SVP-
LP [5], MCNet [4], MoCoGAN [3], and ContextVP [7];
(2) motion-based method, including DVF [9]; (3) linear fu-
sion methods, including Dual Motion GAN [47] and Ctrl-
1We use LPIPS Version 0.1 available online.
Method Family PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ (×10−2)
Repeat − 23.3 0.779 5.11
BeyondMSE [46] P − 0.881 −
PredNet [1] P 27.6 0.905 7.47
ContextVP [7] P 28.7 0.921 6.03
DVF [9] M 26.2 0.897 5.57
Dual Motion GAN [47] F − 0.899 −
CtrlGen [11] F 26.5 0.900 6.38
DPG (Ours) F 28.2 0.923 5.04
Table 1: Next-Frame Prediction results on CalTech Pedes-
trian. All models are trained on KITTI Raw dataset. The
best results under each metric are marked in bold.
Gen [11]. Note that we have not included [10] in our exper-
iments since on its proposed RobotPush datasets, PredNet
and SVP-LP are stronger baselines. For SVP-LP, we sam-
pled 100 trajectories for each clip as in the original paper.
The reported results are the mean performance over all the
prediction results.
4.2. Next-Frame Prediction
We begin our evaluations on next-frame prediction. The
goal of our task is simple and intuitive: Given the input
frames, we need to output the next frame as accurate as pos-
sible.
Our result on CalTech Pedestrian dataset is shown on Ta-
ble 1. We compare our model against previous state-of-the-
art methods on this dataset. Our model achieves comparable
PSNR and SSIM scores with ContextVP [7]. Meanwhile,
our method can predict non-stretching textures in those oc-
cluded regions, which leads to smaller perceptual dissimi-
larity measured by LPIPS. As shown in Figure 6, our model
is robust for both pixel propagation and novel scene infer-
ence.
Apart from empirical improvements, we find that, in
terms of LPIPS metric, all the evaluated state-of-the-art
methods do no better than the most naive baseline — re-
peating the last input frame as the prediction. This sug-
gests that the CalTech Pedestrian dataset consists of small
motions that are not obvious for human perception. This
motivates us to work on KITTI Flow dataset, which is more
challenging so that learners can benefit from more inductive
biases and thus be more robust.
Table 2 shows our results on KITTI Flow dataset. As
resolution increases, previous pixel-based methods (Pred-
Net, SVP-LP) suffer from a steeper learning curve and
more uncertainty in the visual space, resulting in the no-
ticeable drop in their performance. Though achieving the
better pixel/patch accuracy, they underperform the weak-
est repeating baseline in terms of the perceptual similarity.
Our DPG achieves the best results in all metrics, especially
LPIPS, showing around 30% improvement over the second
best result from DVF.
(a) xt−5 (b) xt−2 (c) PredNet (d) ContextVP (e) DPG (Ours) (f) xt
Figure 6: Qualitative comparisons for Next-Frame Prediction on CalTech Pedestrian dataset. Given 10 past frames, all models
are required to predict the future frame in the next step. Our DPG produces much sharper results compared to previous state-
of-the-art methods on this dataset. Remarkably, it is also capable of inferring semantically sensible appearance for occluded
regions. Results are best viewed in color with zoom.
(a) DVF (b) CtrlGen (c) DPG (Ours) (d) xt
Figure 7: Qualitative comparisons for Next-Frame Prediction on the more challenging KITTI Flow dataset. All models are
given 4 frames as input and required to predict the next frame. Frames include large motions, scene changes or occlusions.
Our method is robust to these cases and consistent in the performance. More results please refer to our supplementary.
As demonstrated in Figure 7, our proposed model again
produce more visually appealing predictions than our base-
lines. In contrast to the pixel-based methods, all demon-
strated methods suffer less from blurriness but display the
distortion and stretch in shapes due to quick scene changes,
which cause inaccurate flow prediction. Our model, instead,
can predict better flow so as to alleviate undesirable artifacts
in large motion areas. Occluded areas are masked by mo-
tion propagation and refilled by in-painting so that they are
free of ghosting effects. Our occlusion in-painter learns a
scene prior to hallucinate what is missing given the contex-
tual information.
It is interesting to see that our model can achieve bet-
ter PSNR/SSIM scores with training emphasized on realism
terms (perceptual, style, and segmentation). We argue that
this could serve as the evidence that our method could ef-
fectively learn dataset priors and flow prediction given the
same amount of data.
Method Family PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ (×10−2)
Repeat − 16.5 0.489 19.0
PredNet [1] P 17.0 0.527 26.3
SVP-LP [5] P 18.5 0.564 20.2
MCNet [4] P 18.9 0.587 23.7
MoCoGAN [3] P 19.2 0.572 18.6
DVF [9] M 22.1 0.683 16.3
CtrlGen [11] F 21.8 0.678 17.9
DPG (Ours) F 22.3 0.696 11.4
Table 2: Next-Frame Prediction results on KITTI Flow. All
models are trained to predict next frame given a history
buffer of two frames. All evaluation results of the previous
methods are obtained by their published codebases. The
best results under each metric are marked in bold.
4.3. Multi-Frame Prediction
We next move to the more challenging Multi-frame Pre-
diction task. Comparing to Next-Frame Prediction, it re-
(a) PSNR↑ (b) LPIPS↓
Figure 8: Quantitative results for Multi-Frame Prediction
on KITTI Flow dataset. All the models take in 4 frames as
input and recursively predict next 8 frames. Best viewed in
color with zoom. For qualitative results and SSIM quantita-
tive result, please refer to our supplementary materials.
quires our models to output a sequence of frames to match
the ground-truth future frames. To do a fair comparison be-
tween our method and other baselines, we limit all input
frames to be 4 frames and requires each model to predict 8
following frames.
Figure 8 compares the results on Multi-Frame Predic-
tion of our models with various baselines on KITTI Flow
dataset. Our method shows consistent performance gains
on all metrics through time. DVF performs similarly to
our model for short-term prediction measured by PSNR
but quickly decays after 2 steps. This is because that their
method is sensitive to propagated error since there are no
remedy mechanisms. Our model, however, can mask out
undesirable regions and in-paint new pixels instead.
4.4. Ablations on Occlusion Map
To better evaluate the effectiveness of our computed oc-
clusion map, we finally design a progressive curriculum for
ablations.
Does occlusion map really help? We design different
baselines to verify our design choices for computing the
occlusion map. Results are shown on Table 3. The first
baseline directly warps the last input frame as in [9], which
also produces the result of our motion propagation mod-
ule. Next baseline deploys an Auto-Encoder to directly re-
fine warped frames without reasoning about occlusion map.
The third one learns an independent occlusion map so as to
fuse the result of motion propagation module and occlusion
in-painter module, similar to [11], in an unsupervised way.
It is interesting that the performance will downgrade if we
only refine the motion propagated results without any guid-
ance. Also, we find that without occlusion supervision in
the wild, our computed occlusion map help final prediction
performance better than its learned counterpart.
Why does occlusion map help? We are interested in
how big is the gap between the their localization qualities.
Since it is hard to get the ground truth occlusion map in
the real world. We use a synthetic dataset instead. Here
Method PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓
Warped only [9] 21.6 0.684 0.139
No occlusion map (auto-encoder) 21.3 0.674 0.120
Learned occlusion map [11] 21.8 0.679 0.179
Sparse occlusion map (Ours) 22.3 0.696 0.114
Table 3: Ablation study on different design choice for oc-
clusion map.
Method Learned occlusion map [11] Sparse occlusion map (Ours)
IoU↑ 0.0411 24.91
Table 4: Evaluation for learned occlusion map and our
sparse occlusion map against ground-truth occlusion map.
Method PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓
β = 0 (unmasked pixel only) 20.7 0.663 0.159
β = 0.1 20.9 0.671 0.134
β = 1 (same as unmasked pixel) 21.2 0.675 0.123
β =∞ (masked pixel only) 18.4 0.514 0.206
β = 10 (Ours) 22.3 0.696 0.114
Table 5: Ablation study on different masking weight β.
we use RoamingImages [14] dataset for this specific quan-
titative study. The benchmark contains 80, 000 examples
as moving a random foreground image in front of a random
background image according to a random linear motion. We
report the IoU between the predicted occlusion map and the
ground truth. Results are shown on Table 4. Not surpris-
ingly, our computed occlusion map has much better quality
compared to [11]. Another striking finding is that by also
taking account of the results we shown in Table 3, the per-
formance of learned occlusion maps is so bad that it can
only marginally improve or even harm downstream predic-
tion performance.
How does occlusion map help? We have shown the ef-
fectiveness of the computed occlusion map comparing to
other design choices. Here we take a closer look to the im-
portance of masking weight β in all of our training losses.
As shown on Table 5, it is meaningful to use a larger loss
weight for the occluded region during the training proce-
dure.
5. Conclusion
In this work, we present a method for video prediction
by disentangling motion-specific propagation and motion-
agnostic generation. We propose a disentangled fusion
pipeline which gates two tasks into two separate modules
and directly evaluate pixel density map after warping for
sparse occlusion maps. Experiments on synthetic and real
datasets show our effectiveness against prior works.
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